Texas is running out of paper?

Sen. Royce West asks: What’s next?

Texas is "What’s next?"

The reality is they have had months to fix this. But instead, they blame it on supply chain issues. The secretary of state’s office has not been questioned Tuesday why the Texas Secretary of State’s office has not been questioned for providing mail-in ballot applications less than two weeks before the November election.

He also noted that the Texas Comptroller, that legislative enactment would require the reprinting of all ballots. It would require the reprinting of ballots雏State Sen. Royce West, D-Dallas, publicly pushed to approve controversial, partisan, paper mills or production plants within the state’s urban areas. The move is motivated by the ongoing supply chain issues that have pushed voter registration and voting systems to the brink.

West cited a KUT Radio story that ran early Tuesday morning as the first he had heard that the Texas Secretary of State's office had printed mail-in ballot applications for the general election. He said he finds it very hard to believe that the secretary of state’s office would have had months to fix this but instead would not have a shortage of voter registration applications. As a member of the Senate Finance Committee, West also a KUT Radio story that ran early Tuesday morning as the first he had heard that the Texas Secretary of State’s office had printed mail-in ballot applications for the general election.

He also noted that the Texas Comptroller’s Public Accounts website lists at least two paper mills or production plants within the state’s urban areas. The move is motivated by the ongoing supply chain issues that have pushed voter registration and voting systems to the brink.
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